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1. Introduction 

High-power transmitters at high latitudes such as HfPAS and Tromso radiate ELf/VLF-modu!atcd 

high-power HF wa\-es to investigate nonlinear modulation of Polar EleclroJet (PEJ) current. Such a 

modulated cun'cnt can radiate ELF /VLF wa\'cs [Wong and Brant, 1990] and act as an artificial antenna 

i ll the high-latitude ionosphere, possibly for long-range communications. Therefore. it is important to 

illH'stigatc the propagation characteristics of the ELF /YLF waves radialed upward in the ionosphere and 

downward to the ground. 

The wave propagation radiated by an ELF/VLF source immersed ill the anisotropic ionosphere has 

been investigated by using a waveguide mode theory [Pappert, 1973; Tripalhi et al., 1982J. This t,heory 

solves for electromagnetic fields of several intrinsic modes ill the earth-ionosphere waveguide and adds 

them up to calculate the ELF /VLF propagation characteristics between the ionosphere and the ground. 

Bowel·er. it is difficult for this theory to soh'e for accurate wave fields at altitudes above the source. 

Altel'llatiYely, a full wave technique was developed to calculate ionospheric propagation of a VLF wave 

radiated by a dipole antenna on the ground [Price. 1967; NaganQ et al .• 1991]. The propagation of the 

spherical wave is expressed as the superposition of a number of plane waves in a horizontally st ratified 

medium. This technique gives accurate wave fields if a sufficicnt number of plane ",a\'cs are added to 

express the spherical wave. 

We have extended the full wan~ technique to calculate wave field intensities at satellite Ileights (abo\'e 

the source) as well as on the ground (below the source) when a dipole VLF source is located inside 

the ionosphel'e. In t,his paper, we compare the calculat.t'd field intensities to data obsernd dut'ing the 

Tromso/Akebollo campaign (Kimura et al., 1992]. 

2. Basic equations 

Suppose a dipole with CUTrtnt I of length ( is locatt'd at (x.y,::) = (0, O. ':0) in an anisotropic uniform 

plasma. The electric field E at a frequency of w radiated from the dipole is expressed as the superposition 

of a number of plane wa\'es propagating in the direction of the wayeycctor k = (4-05.,.4-051/ ' 4-0q) (Wait. 

196'1, 
(1) 

where 110 and 4-0 are the magnetic pemleability and wavenumber in free space. respectiYeiJ" and the unit 

,'ector n represents the orientation of the dipole. The tensor [DI is a 3 x 3 tensor defined as 

(2) 

where [UI is a unit diadic tensor, [,.] is the plamsa dielectric tensor and 4- = lkJ. 
In (1) the integration ,.,·ith q becomes 

(3) 
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It turns out det(O:J = 0 is identical with the so-called booker quartic equation so we can write 

(4) 

\\'here (l is the coefficient of q~. The four roots qi (i = Rup,Lup, Rdowll,Ldown) represent. the :

components of the refractive indices of the up-going Rand L modes and down-going R and L modes, 

which are characteristic modes for VLF propagation in the ionosphere. Hence (3) is eYaluaied as the sum 

of residues around the four poles. 

Xext we calculate the propagation of each plane wave B (Sr, S" ,:) with Sr And S" fixed, in a horizontally 

stratified system consisting of the ionosphere, free space and the ground, as shown in Figure 1. The source 

dipole is assumed to be located at : = ':0 in the ionosphere, above which there are l\1la,rers and below 

which there are tV larers. 

III the stratified medium the wave field e{Sz , S~.:) == (Ezo -E~. ZoH,. ZoH~)t at boundari('s are con

nected by a matrix (A-] determined by the medium parameters. Here H, and HII are the \\,a\'e magnetic 

field calculated from a Maxwell equation and Zo is the wave impedance ill frec space. The wan~ fidd at 

the dipole altitude =0 is related to the fi elds at the top altitude (= = =,It) and at the bottom altitude 

(, = '-s). 
M-l -N 

e(,o+) = IT [[(jr'e('M), e(,o_) = IT [[(j[e('_N), (5) 
j=O j=-I 

t·especth·el~·. At the source altitude there is a discontinuitr between e(.:o+) and e(=o_), 

-( ) -( ) "P -dow" e =0+ -e ':0- =e. -e •. (6) 

where e~P and e~O"'n denote up- and down-going wa\'e fields at. .: = =0 radiated by the source dipole. 

Assuming there is no reBection at.: > ZM and.: < =-N, we can consider only up-going Rand L modes 

abo\'e ':J( (up to the upper ionosphere) and down-going TE and TM modes below =-N (inside the eal'th 

ground) so that 

Using (5). (G) and (7), we determine the unknown factors a" az, b, and~, and wa,·c fields in each layer. 

In calculating (5). we use scaling-down and orthogonalizatioll techniques to M'oid Ilumerical swamping. 

Then , using E(S",SII.= l in (l). 

e(r, y, ,) = (2:)2 II: e(5" 5" , )"p[-jk,(5,x + 5,y)Jd5,d5" (8) 

we can obtain the wa\'e ficld intensities e at an arbitrary altitude.: of the Wave radiated by a dipole 

immersed in the ionosphere. 

3. Numerical Calculation 

To eyaJuate the integration in (8) efficiently by using FFT, we ha\'e to sample e(S ... SII' z) ill a specified 

area on the S-plane. Since e(S .. . SII' =) oscillates with increasing S .. and SII ' the sampling illl er'rals J.S., 
and J.SII • which determine the area of waye field in the r-1J plane, are taken to be more than TWO points 

ill one oscillation period. On the other hand, the integrating area (I Szl_IS~1 :s Sm .... ) determines the 

spatial resolution of the wave fields in the z-y plane. Since e{Sr , SUI =) decreast's exponent.iallr with Sz 

alld 5 11 , we set Sm .... where the "alue of lei becomes -30dB of the maximum yallie. These \-aJues depend 

011 the altitude at which t,he wan' field distributioll is obtained. 

At the source altitude. the plalle wayes with S; + S~ > fJ z, where n is the r('fracth'e index of the mode. 

arc t'Yant's('t"nr in the .:·dircct ion with lm(q) = J(S~ + S~) - nZ• However_ the e\'auescent wa\'es with 
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110t so large Im (q) affect the waye field intensities on the T-Y plane. For Iypical propagation of a VLF 

wave radiated from a dipole in the ionosphere, we integrale on the area of 15 .. 1, ISII I < 2 011 the ground 

and IS .. I, 1511 1 < 30", 40 in the upper ionosphere. 

4. Calculated results and comparison with the Tromsrf>/ Akebono campaign 

As an example of the calculated results, here we compare the calculated wave field intensities wi th 

those observed during the Troms¢/Akebono campaign [Kimura et ai, 1992]. 

Figure 2 shows the profiles of the electron density and collision frcqu('lI cy used ill the calculation, T he 

electron density was estimated from the obser,ed "alues by the EISCAT radar (jOkm "-' 400km) and by 

the Akebollo satellite at an altitude of 850km during the experiment. 

For such an electroll densit:r profile in the lower ionosphere « 100km ) Barr and Stubbe [1984} showed 

that the Hall current perpendicular to the dc electric field around all altitude of jOkm can be an ELF /VLF 

source. Th(' de c1('{'tric field was obseryed also by the STARE radar to be ..... SmV /m. corresponding to 

a current of O.2A oyer a length of 30km (the region heated by the HF waye), So we assumed in the 

calculation a dipole antenna with a dipole moment of It = G x 103[Am]_ that is located at 'iOkm altillide. 

'Ye could not d~t~rllline the orientation of the dipole since the orientation of the dc electric field obs('l'\'ed 

was not s table during t.he experiment. Therefore, we haye assumed that the dipole lies ill the east-west 

direction. which result.s in the calculated wave field intensities consistent with the observed data. 

Figure 3 shows the calculated field intensities (Hz component) on th~ ground. The y-a);:is poillts to 

magnetic north and the heating facility is located at the origin. The patteTll is slightly elongated along 

the nOl'th-south direction, consistent with the dipole radiation pattern. Se<."ondary peaks north and S0111h 

of the primary peak indicate multiple reflection between the ionosph~re and the ground. The obscl'ycd 

field intensities (cast-west (x) and north-south (y) components) of the waye magnetic field at Lycksele. 

554km sOllth to the heating facility, arc listed in Table 1, \\'hich also includes the calculated intensities 

at that distance. There is fairly good agreemcnt between the obserwd and calculated \'alues, indicating 

the assumption of an east-west dipole of 6 x 103 at 70km altitude is \'alid for this case, (In Table 1 we 

also listed the calculated \'a]ues for the north-south dipole located at til(' same altitude; the results being 

different only ill factor.) 

Figme 4 sho\\'s the calculated Poynting fiux: distribution at 1000km ahove the source. The fi£'ld distri

hution seems to rotate by about 90 degree r(,lative to the dipole radiation pattern. This may be caused 

hy the partial refiection of the wayI.' ill the lo\\'er ionosph('re, The pattern totally de"iates to dIe sout h, 

h('callse of the whistler-mode beam propagation along Ihe geomagnetic fie ld. The Poyntiug flux "allle 

ohs('l'\'ed by the Akebollo satellite (at 22E, GiN and 1094km altitude) are listed also in Table 1. In this 

case we can also sec exact agreement between the obsen'ed data and the calculated nuues, 

5. Conclusion 

We de,'eloped a full waye technique to calculate the field intensities hoth at the satellite heights and 

all the ground. This technique was applied to examine one of the result.s of Troms¢/ Akebono ca.mpaign. 

\\'e could see fairly good agreement between the calculated field intensities and the obserYCd both by 

Akehollo satellite and on the ground. Our calculation method can also be applied to further im'esligate 

the efficiellcy of the PEJ used as a huge artificial ELF/VLF antenna, 
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Table 1. Waye field iIl t("lIsities obsen'cd during Tromso/Ak("bollo campaign 

obsern~d 

\'a.!ue 

calculated 

(E- \V dipole) 

calculAted 

(N-S dipole) 

lycksele 3.6IT(H,) 5.0IT(H, ) 
i.9 x 1O-13[W/m2) 

3.3IT(H. ) 6.6IT(H,) 
7.9 x lO-i3[W 1m2 ) 

2.6IT(H,11.9IT(H,) 
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Figure 1. Calculation model Figure 2. Ionospheric model 
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Figure J. Calculated Hz; intensities on the 

ground . OdB corresponding to 3.3fT 
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Figure 4. Calculated Poynting flux intensities at 

lOOOkm altitude. OdB cOITesponding to Ip"'/m2 


